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A b s t r a c t  

Pension funds are usually either defined benefit or defined contribution funds. In Australia 
in recent years, for a number of reasons, some pension funds have offered the "greater of, 
these two benefits. 

Such a benefit design can be valued using contmgeftt claims valuation techniques since it is 
equivalent to an option on the maximum of two random benefit amounts - one equal to a 
muil~pIe of  ¢al.ry and the other the accum.L~tion of a percentage of  salary at an earnings 
rate. 

This paper overviews some of the issues in applying contingent claims valuation techniques 
to the valuation of this style of benefit including: 

- inco~por~ion of d=rcmcnm, 
- the d e p e n ~ c e  of the a~cumula~on benefit on the two s ' t o ¢ ~  rote v~iabl~, salary and 
fund earnings rite and the resuhing path- dependency, 
- the numerical techniques for efficient calculation of benefit values includLng discrete lattice 
models, finite di.ffe~-e~ce techniques, simulation and approximations based on bivariate 
log-normal assumption, 
- the tack of tr~,b,~_ assets to price salary risk and implications for valuation. 

Numerical evalua~on of benefit va/ues and the assessment of computational efficiency of 
atternafive techniques is the next stage of this research. 
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Pension funds, or superannuation funds as they are referred to in Australia, have developed 
benefit designs which offer resignation, death and/or retirement benefits that are the greater 
of two alternative benefits. The two alternatives are typically the accumulation of 
contributions with interest and a benefit based on a muitiple of service and salary. The origin 
and form of these benefits are discussed in more detail m Bz~t (1991). 

Tmditioual deterministic actuarial valuation techniques do not handie these "greater of, 
benefits. The valuation of these benefits requires the use of a stochastic model. The obvious 
method to apply 1o this valuation problem is contingent claims valuation which has been 
developed in the finance literatme. Such an approach also can allow the calculation of a 
msrket value for these pension liabilities provided waded assets are available to price the 
relevant risks. Such a market valuation of the liability will be different to the usual actuarial 
valuation which would usually contain margins in establishing contribution rates or solvency 
levels for a pension fund. 

Market values of pension benefits are often v__,~_~. This arises from the i nc r~ ing  
importance being placed on the valuation of the assets of such funds at rnarket value. A 
natural consequeace of requiring a market value of assets is to value the liabilities at a market 
value consistent with the basis used for the assets. Accounting standards for pension funds 
are increasingly based on the use of market values for assets and, in Australia, require the 
use of a market determined m k  adjusted discount rate for the valuation of the fund liabilities 
(AAS25). The value of the liability so obtained can be intarpteted as the equivalent of a 
market value for the liabilities. 

The~ is also a need for market values of liabilities in order to assess the net value of a 
pension fund to the company sponsor. Some overseas and proposed Australian accounKng 
standards (ED53 in Australia) require the above the line reporting of changes in the net value 
of a company pension arrangement. Such values are reported using values of the liabilities 
determined using a risk adjusted discount rate to value the accrued benefits. The economic 
value of the company, as reflected in its share price, should also reflect the market value of 
the liabili~.s rather than the ~uazia l  value. 

The valuation of actuarial liabili~.s using option pricing techniques has gained a~x~ptauce. 
The inil~al application of such ~chniques was to inves~ent guarantees provided in maturit3 
bem~flts of life insurance products as first discussed in Boyle and Schwartz (1976). More 
recently option pricing techniques have been adopted or proposed for the valuation of a range 
of actuarial liabilities. For example W'~kie (1989) discus__~_ the use of these techniques in 
the valuation of pension payments from U.K. pension schemes. The contingent claims 
framework based on arbitrage free pricing has also been applied to the valuation of life 
insurance policy cash flows. As an example Manim'e (1990) uses no arbitrage interest rate 
models as the basis for valuing the effect of interest sensitive withdrawals on the value of life 
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inmrance liabilities. 

This paper con~ders the valuation of "greater of" benefits in a multivariate contingent claims 
valuation framework. In conc~mal terms the greater of benefits can be treated as equivalent 
to an Option On. the maximum of two risky assets along the lines of Johnson (1987) and Smlz 
(1982). There are however some additional issues to be considered when applying such 
techniques to this area. These are as follows: 

the incorpozation of decrements of resignation, mortality and reti~ment into the 
calculations, 

- the complication that the value of one of the benefits, namely the accumulation of 
contributions at the fund earning rate, can not be written in a simple form, at least not when 
the contribulion ~ is expressed as a percentage of salary, hence one of the risky assets is 
a complex security whose value is a function of both state variables, 

- the numerical techniques that arc appropria~ for computing numerical values as ~fly 
as possible, iucluding simnl~fion, disc~te 1~ice models and numerical solutions to paxtial 
diffe1~ntial equations, 

and 

- the incomplete marke~ problem which arises if these pension benefits are non-redundant 
in the absence of exisling traded ~,sets which exactly replicate the liability value. 

The e, ffickmt numerical computation of these values is an impor~nt ~ considexation. 

Bri~ (1991) disc~_~__~e~J the alTplicatiort of option pricing theory to the valuation of "greater of" 
benefits and, fonowing W'dkie (1989), suggested an -,~uuion of the C1~'m2n-KoMha~ezl 
(1983) formula for c~,r.~cy options to dem'mJne the value of these benefits. Such a formulz 
appro~h fits well with the standard actuarial approach to the valuation of pension benefits 
which is based on a deterministic model and which is not generally suited to the valua~on 
of option style benefits such as these ~zeatcr of behests. Britt also used shnulalion to value 
the benefits. Bell and Sherris (1991) i l l u s ~ d  how a simple numer~al tA.-chniqne could 
potentially be used to value these "greater of" benefits using the binomial equivalent of the 
Margrd~e (1978) a p p ~ h .  

Both these approaches used a device which allowed the values to be determined using the 
value of one of these benefit payments as the numemire along with a simplifying assumption 
about the form of the benefits as a function of the state variables. This allowed the 
calculation of the additional cost of these benefits in terms of the normal cost of one or the 
other of the benefits. Neither the Briu formula nor the Bell and Sherris approach considered 
the incorporation of decrements such as death and resiguation benefits. The Britt simulation 
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approach had the advantage of allowing for such decrements but the choice of the stochastic 
sim-l~tion parameters was not based on economic or market based assumptions. 

A general contingent claims approach to the problem offers the ability to incorporate 
decrements into the process, to allow for the form of the greater of ba3efit more exactly and 
also to develop a theoretical b a ~  for the choice of parameters. The approach involves 
developing a partial diffenmtial equation for the benefit values and solving this subject to the 
appropriate boundary conditions. The partial differential equation parameters are selected 
u~ing arbitrage free or equifibrtum pricing assumptions. Techniques that can be used to solve 
the partial diffese~tial equation include simulation and finite difference or lattice approx- 
imations. In general, finite difference or lattice approaches are required if the boundary 
conditions involve dy'mmic oplimal d_*~'~o11$ based on the current value of the contingent 
claim. Such techniques are computatiomlly intensive where the value of the benefit or the 
boundary conditions are path-dependent. Simulation is likely to be computationally more 
efficient for such path-dependent problems but does not capture any optimal dynamic aspects 
of the valuation. 

.rc.o~m_~L~mm~ 

This paper assumes that the benefit to be valued takes the following form. For a member 
who joined a fund at age x, which will be takea as lime 0, the benefit on exit from the fund 
at time s when the life is aged x+s, for cause of exit death, resignation or retirement, will 
be the I~'~__t~ of: 

X(s) = a fixed mul~ple of final salary for each year of service or part thereof 

and 

Y(s) = the accumulation of contributions at the fund earning rate to time s 

The conmbutions will usually be a percentage of ~lary which will mean that the 
accumulation benef~ will be a function of salary. In the case that the contribution is a fixed 
amount or a percentage of the fm~d assets then this added complication would not arise. 

Note that this is a ~mpfificafion of this form of benefit found in practice. The gre~:_~ of 
benefit will often only apply on refirememt rather than on earlier exit, the benefit on death 
will usually be a fixed multiple of fianl ~i~ry rather than a greater of style benefit and salary 
is usually defined as an average salary rather than the ~i~ry at the date of exit. With the 
exception of this last complication the form of the benefit considered here can be readily 
adapted to any practical situation. 

If the basis of the benefit X were a multiple of average ~lary rhea the problem of 
path-dependency arises since the value of the benefit will depend on the realised values of 
salary used to compute the average ~l~ry. This problem is identical to that which ~ in 
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the valuation of so-called ~ or exotic oplions which have payoffs as functions of the 
average value of an asset. The theoretical approach is not changed but the derivation of 
closed form analytical solutions, which is often possible in the no path-4ependency case, will 
no longer be possible and valuation will require the use of a numerical technklUe or 
simulation. 

It will be assumed that the X benefit is based on final salary at the date of exit. The benefit 
as a multiple of final ~l~ry is then: 

X(s) = s x k x S(s) 

where $ is service in years 
k is the ~lar 7 m~fiple 
S(s) is the salary at time s. 

The benefit in the form of an accumu|26on of contributions is a function of salary and the 
fund earning rate since the contribution rate is usually expressed as a percentage of ~l~ry. 

In this case Y can be considered as the equivaMnt of the value of a notioml sectuity ~mt has 
a negative continuous dividend equal to the ¢ontribu~n rate times salary. The capital value 
of this no4ional security grows at the fund earning rate. H ~ e  fund is invested in a diversified 
portfolio, as is generally the case for such pe l ion  funds, then the ~owth in the capital value 
of the notional ~ 'ur i ty  will be the same as the growth rate for the index value of a 
diversified portfolio. Thexe is ~ o r e  the need to value a security whose capital value 
gIDW$ ].ik3¢ a ~ index and who$~ divide~lld is a ~ t a g ¢  o f  ¢,~lary. Note  that the fOr1~ 
of this benefit implies that it is a function of the history of the ~l~ry state variable and that 
it is path- dependent. This p a t h - d ~  indicates that nttmeticaI techniques will be 
required to accurately compute the value of the greater of benefit. 

Theorelical Value of Benefits 

Allowing for decrements 
At first x-isht the alIowallce for benefit payments o~ death, resignation or retirement might 
not be obvious. This situation is the equ:rvalent of early exe~se of an American style option 
in option lmcing. In the option case the early exercise is assumed to be based on a rational 
decision based on the payoff from exercising the ol~on and the then current price of the 
optioa. Th~  the early exer~se of an Amezican olxion is an ¢~dmaI dy~mic deciclon. In the 
pension fund case the death of a life and receipt of the greater of benefit is not as.~ned to 
be dcp~dent on the payoff of the option. If it is asm~med that the same appfies for 
withdrawal and early redremeat then iacorporatioa of decrements into the caladafion vans 
out to be relatively straightforward. To illustrate the procedure consider a simple benefit in 
the form of a fixed death benefit payable on death in the pension fund. 

The standard calculation of acttm-~ liability values is based on the assv~Fdon that interest 
rates are non-stochamic. In this case the value of a de'~th benefit on a life of curreat age x 
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of fixed amount D payable on death would be given by the solution to the non-homogeneous 
first order linear diffe~e~fial equation 

--~-r (c) v - ~  ~ - ~  

where Kt) is the force of interest or instantaneous interest rate at time t and d~+ t is the force 
of mortality or instantaneous death rate at age x +t. 

The solution to this differentia/equa~on is 

v( o ) .~=v~ (s) v4(s) 4p~..Dds 

w h e r e  

v~ (s) -exp[-r  (u) du 
o 

and 

v¢ 
I 

Notice that this value takes the form of the integral (or sum) of the expected payments at 
each time t mult~lled by discount functions which allow for both interest and mortality to 
time t. 

The value can also be expressed as 

v( o ) - ' f  q( s) % (D, s)ds.E,  [ v~ ( D, s) ] 
o 

where q(s)= va(s)~,~., is the probability density of the random variable time till death s for 
a fife aged x (Bowers et al, 1986) and v,(D,s) is the present value of the benefit assumed paid 
with certainty at time s allowing for interest only and ignoring mortality. F_., is the expectation 
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operator with respect m the random variable s = age at death. 

In general, where the decrement rate is independent of the staY.e vaxiables and the value of 
the benefit then the value can be written in this form. This is most likely ~o be the case for 
pension benefits. The only exception would be for the withdrawal assumption and the early 
retirement assumption where the decision m withdraw or retire could be assumed to be based 
on a dynamic optimisation dec~'on. Stw.h behaviour cotdd be modelled approximately by 
expressing the withdrawal or retirement rate as a function of the state variables. If this was 
to be done then the paxtial differential equation for the benefit value would incorggr~  the 
decrements directly. 

The implementation of the contingent elalms approach u ~  in ~ paper is based on the 
traditional life contingencies approach for incozpomfing decrements which is to assume that 
decrement rates vary only by age. The benefit value for each age at exit is then derived by 
treating it as a European style option. The value of the benefit can thea be derived by 
c a l ~  the expected value of the conditional expected benefit values with respect to the 
time to exit random variable. 

Allowing for stochastic interest rates 
So far the iat~'e, st rate has beea assumed fixed aad known. If  we let the intere~ tare b e a  
random variable thea an analytical formula for the value of the benefit can be determined by 
using a term sa-ucmre model. This is an area of considerable c u n ~ t  research in both the 
finance and actuax~ literatures. Two relatively simple models that produce an analytical 
formula are those of Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985b). These ate also 
covered in Manistre (1990). See also Boyle (1978). The Va.~cek model is derived hx)m 
arbitrage free considerations only whereas the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross model is based ¢~ an 
underlying equilibrium model with restriclions on pcefere~nces and the stochastic assumptions 
used to rep---maent the economy. A brief sumnmry of the Cox, IngexsoU and Ross results is 
givea in A p p e n ~  One. 

The general arbitrage free valuation results of Harrison and Kreps (1979) and P, ardson and 
pllck-a (1981) provide a framework for deriving the value of the greater of benefit. The value 
of a fixed benefit paymeat of amount D at time s, denoted by V, will be assumed to be a 
function of only the spot or instantaneous interest rote r and time t. There is only one smm 
variable, the interest rate, in this valuation problem. 

If it is assumed that the spot interest rate follows the stochastic differential equation 

dr = ~(r,t)dt + ~(r,t)dZ 

where dZ is a smndardiscd Wicn~x process, then from the application of lw's Lcmma the 
value of D, V(r,t) follows the stochastic differeatial equation 

dV = C¢, + ~{r,t)V, + V~{o~r,O'}V,,)dt + o~r, O v ~ z  
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where subscripts dehorn partial differentia.Is of V. In this paper subscripts will usually denote 
partial differentials with respect to the variable(s) in the subscript. There are no cash flows 
associated with the benefit D before it is paid and the boundary condition is V(r,t)=D for 
t= s. TI~ value requi .~ is V(r(O),O). 

If M is an instantaneously riskless money market account accumulating at rate r then 

u(s) =ezcpfz (u) clu 
o 

and M(0)/M(s) rep~=_~_ts the amount that should be invested to accumulate to a unit amount 
at Rme s. This is not the same as V(r(0),0) with D = I ,  unless o(r,t) =0, since this is assumed 
not observable at time 0 and is to be derived. 

If the market is arbitrage free then there exists an equivalem probability measure under which 
the process V(r,t)/M(t) is a martingale. If this l~obability measure is unique then the market 
is said to be compleae and the value of the fixed paynamt D can be written unique.ly as 

E'[V(r,s)/M(s)] 
where expectations are talom with ~ to the equivalent probability measure. 

The change to the drift term of V(r,t) to ensure that V(r,t)/M(0 is a marlingale involves 
senmg the ¢apected return on V to the instantaneous riskless mm and the value of V is then 
calculgted as the discounted expected value of V(r,$) with respect to these altered dynamics 
of V. The discounting is camed out using the ratio of money market account values 
MCO)/M(s). 

This procedure is the 'risk-neutral' valuation approach u_~_ in option pricing. It can also be 
ccmsidered as the certainty equivalent valumion approach discussed in finance texts. 

If risk free government bonds are avaihhle with maturities con'eslxmding to the dates of exit 
and payment of benefit cash flows then it is not necessary to use a term struc'mre model since 
the price of inuuest rate risk and hence the discount rate for the benefit cash flows can be 
derived directly from the traded bonds. 

Grimier of Be .n~t  
The approach that is considered in this paper requires the value of the greater of benefit 
payable for each age at e0dt. These values can be ~ by treating the greater of 
benefit for each age at exit as a E u r ~  style option. This allows the calculation of the 
expected value of the benefit using risk neutral dynamics which is then present valued using 
risk free government bond rates. 

The greater of benefit can be valued using an arbitrage free contangent claims approach on 
the assumption that the value of the benefit is a function of two state variables. These are the 
earnings rate on the contributions in the fund and the growth rate in salary. The earnings rate 
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on the fund will be taken as the earnings rate on a diversified portfolio that is zepresentative 
of the asset portfolio of a pension fund. The other complication is that the boundary condition 

inclu~ the path-delx~clent value of a hYl0O~ucal secm'i~ dependmt on these same two 
state variables. 

These two state variables are the only sources of u n i t y  oonsidered. Intere~ rate 
uncertainty will no longe~ be incorporated for ease of exposition. The two sources of 
uncertainty wiJl in effect be assumed to dominate any interest rate uncertainty. As already 
mentioned there is some justification for setting aside inteaest rate uncertainty i f  it is assumed 
that marke~ le  bonds are traded for the required maVmties so that int~est rate ~ can be 
priced in the di.u:ounting of the expected benefit payments. A market based spot rate for a 
bond with the same matm'ity as the benefit payment would then be used in _~r~__O of the nt io  
of values of the money market account to discount expected benefit payments. 

Assume that the salary S follows the stochastic differential, equation 

dS = . , S d t +  o,SdZ, 

and that F the value of an amount credited with the fund earnings r~te follows the stochastic 
diffe~-enlial equation 

dF = ~ d t  + ~ d Z ,  

with a7.57.; =psdt 

where p. is the inmntaneous correlation coefficiem between the standardi.~d Weiner 
proce~_~s ~ and dT_~. It is assumed that dZ, and dZf generate the only uncerudnty allowed 
in the model 

This implies that the values of S and F are bivaria~ log-normaUy distributed. 

It is possible to write the stochastic ~ffcrential ¢qu~on for F as 

dF =/=tlFdt + ~r~F(p~lZ, + "V'(l-{pf,}Z)dZ ") 

where dZ, and dZ" are independent Wiener processes. This result is useful for the numerical 
evaluation of the gv~t~r of  benefit and for simnlatlon of  the processes. 

The value of the benefit will be a function of F,S and t and Ito's lemma gives 

dV = V,dS + V#LF + V~dt + ~h{V.a, z + Vuo~ + 2V,~,~reo=f}dt 

= {~SV, + ~.#"Vf + Vt + 'h(V,,o; + V~'~ + 2V,d ' ,¢~}dt  
+ .,SdZ, + oFdZf 
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Note that the stale variables F and S are not traded assets. If we assume that the benefit is 
a redundant contingent claim then this implies that traded securities exist that provide perfect 
hedges against the uncertainty that arises from S and F. Denote the value of these assets by 
A and C respectively with dynamics 

dA ~- p(S,t)dt + o(S,t)dZ, 

dC =/~(F,t)dt + a(F,t)dT_~ 

Applying Ito's lemma to A and C and allowing for any expected cash flows on the securities 
gives the form of ~, and a in each of these expressions. Assuming that the rate of cash flow 
on the.~ ~ t s  is D(S,t) and DfF,t) respectively then 

~(S,t) = #,SA, + At + =hA,,o~.S 2 + D(S,t) 
o(s , t )  = A,~ ,s  

~,(F,t) = ~Fc t  + ~ + 'hC,~F = + D(F,t) 
o0=,0 = C ~ F  

It is also assumed that an instantaneously risldess bond is traded and the value of the bond 
is denoted by B with dynamics 

dB = rBdt 

The benefit can be valued by deriving a paztial differential eqaation for V using the 
no-arbitrage valuation approach. This is solved subject to the appropriate boundary 
conditions. For a fixed age at benefit payment s the boundary condition is that 

v = max(x,Y}  

where 
X = k s S  
and 
Y(A,C) is the solution of the stochastic differential equation 

dY = Y^dA + YcdC + Y, dt + ySdt + 
=/={YAA{A,a,S} a +Ycc{Cz-~} 2 +2Y^oo=,A,¢,SC~r#~}dt 

where y is the contribution rate as a fraction of ~lary S. It is assumed that y is a fixed and 
known rate set by the actuary to the fund. 

The partial differential equation for V is derived as follows. Express V as a function of asset 
values A and C rather than the underlying state variables. 
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dV = V^dA + VcdC + Vtdt + 
'h{V~{A.,,S} 2 +Vcc{Ca~} 2 +2V^oo,fAd~C@fF}dt 

Construct a portfolio of traded assets A, C and B with proportions m of A, n of C and 
(1-m-n) of B. The hedge portfolio is required to replicate V and the return on the portfolio 
foUows the stochastic differential equation 

dV = n(dA/A)V + m(dC/C)V + (1-n-m)rVdt 

Select m and n so that 
n = V^A/V 
m = VcC/V 
and equate the two expressions and divide by dt to get the partial differential equation for V 
v, + ,,qv~{a.~.s}' +vo:{c,o,F}' +2v~oo~,A,o, SC~} 
= r V  - r V ^ A  - rVcC 

In this ~ differential equation the mean returns on the traded assets A and C do not 
appear. The no-arbitrage requirement results in the risk free rate r being substituted for the 
mean returns on both the hedge assets. 

A numerical technique is required to solve this par~al differential equation. The use of these 
numerical techniques is discussed in Hull and White (1990). There is an additional 
consideration in this problem not normally found in the contingent claims in financial 
rnarkets. This is that the benefit Y is function of the history of the state variable S so that the 
boundary condition for age at exit s is not a simple function of the then current values of the 
state variables. 

A more direct alternative approach is to use the contingent claim general arbitrage free 
valuation results. The procedure is to transform the drift terms on the replicating asset 
dynamics to the risk free rate. These transformed dynamics are used to calculate the expected 
value of the benefit E[max{X,Y}] for each age at death and this expected value is present 
valued using the market determined risk free spot rate for bonds maturing on the date of the 
benefit paymeat. These spot rates are assumed available from market data on traded bonds 
as mentioned earlier. The expected value of these benefit payments with respect to the age 
a t  death random variable is then calculated to obtain the value of the benefit. 

It is important to recognise that the drift terms on the replicating assets A and C are set to 
the risk free rate and not those on the state variables S and F. The benefit payments are 
defined in terms of the state variables and in practice the parameters of these state variables 
would be estimated from available data. The transformed parameters for the state variables 
ate determined from the relationship between the drift terms on the assets A and C and those 
for S and F. 

In practice the cost of the benefit is expressed as a percentage of the salary. To do this it is 
also necessary to calculate the present value of 1% of the salary. Since it is assumed in the 
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contingent claims framework that markets are complete this implies that the asset A provides 
a complete hedge for salary uncertainty and the future level of salary can be related to the 
asset value A. The dynamics of A are used to value a stream of payments of  1 ~ of the 
salary S. 

Numerical Technioues 
The valuation of the benefit in practice will require the use of a numerical technique either 
to numerically solve the partial differential equation for the benefit value or to evaluate the 
expected value of the benefit using the contingent claims valuation technique. The contingent 
claims approach is implemented using a discrete time lattice representation of the underlying 
state variables. Some of the standard numerical techniques used to solve the partial 
differential equation are equivalent to using the lattice approach. 

An important practical consideration is the selection of an efficient computational technique 
since values are required for a range of current ages and for each current age a value is 
requixed for each age at death in order to calculate the expected value of the benefit allowing 
for decrements. In order to numerically evaluate the benefit value it will be necessary to 
calculate the expected value for a set range of ages at death and the usual practice in actuarial 
calculations would be to do this for integral ages up to and including the final age for 
retirement. 

The technique used should satisfy the following requirements: 
- rapid convergence to the solution of the differential equation as the discrete time interval 
tends to zero, 
- values which converge to the unique continuous time complete markets value. 
- simple and efficient numerical computation of values. 

On these grounds Hull and White (1990) demonstrate that the explicit finite difference 
method with a transformation of the state variable process to ensure time and state 
independent volatility meets most of  these criteria for the single state variable case. The 
problem with this method is that the numerical solution does not necessarily converge. They 
demonstrate the equivalence of this method to a trinomial lattice approach as well as a 
binomial lattice approach. In the two state variable case the b'ansformation suggested is one 
which produces constant volatility parameters for both state vambles and with the 
wansformed variables uncorrelated. The resulting lattice has nine branches from each node. 

The literature on discrete time approximations for the continuous time dynamics include 
Boyle (1990), Boyle, Evnin¢ and Gibbs (1989) and Rajasingharn (1990). As discussed in 
Rajasingham it is not necessary for the multivariate lattice to complete markets in order to 
ensure convergence to the continuous time value. The important consideration should be 
efficiency and rapid convergence for practical applications of the technique. For  exposition 
purposes the complete markets approach is still the most appropriate. It is however an open 
question as to which of the many possible lattice structures and associated choices of jumps 
and jump probabilities in the multivariate problem have the most rapid convergence. 
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In the complete markets case with two state variables the lattice structure will require three 
branches. Hence the lattice for S and F would be as follows: 

Values for S.+j,F,.~ 

[81,S,, 81~,'1 w.p. p 

[$,,F,] - [~$~, t~tF,] w.p. q 

[63,S. ~fFL1 w.p. (1-p-q) 

Each of the lattice branches can be written in terms of an increase at the risk free rate plus 
a jump. He (1990) uses equal probabilities of 113 for each branch and selects the jumps to 
have the required means, variances and correlations. This is done by expressing the jumps 
as a function of a basis of uncorrelated discrete processes. The basis has the property that 
the means are zero, the variances are unity and the processes are uncorrelated i.e they are 
orthogonal martingales. In the two state variable case this is represented as 

Jump ~zes 
State Variable 
One Two 
~(3/2) lh /2  w.p. 1/3 
0 -2h/2 w.p. 1/3 

-~/(3/2) 1A/2 w.p. 1/3 

This ensures convergence to the continuous time complete markets value. ]:or n time 
intervals the number of nodes on the lattice will be (n+2)(n+l)/2.  

The Boyle, Evnine and Gibbs (1989) approach does not use the complete markets 
representation. Each state variable can go up or down resulting in four branches in the lattice 
from each node. They assume the state variables are multivariate log-normally distributed and 
select the jumps and probabilities by equating the moment generating functions for the 
discrete time and continuous time distributions. The jump sizes are chosen using an extension 
of the Cox, Ross and Rubinstein single state variable approach so that the jump size is 
exp(+ o~/h) for an up jump and exp(-o~/h) for a down jump where h is the interval size. The 
probabilities are no longer equal. The lattice is structured so that it recombines at nodes 
allowing for more efficient numerical calculations, The number of nodes on the lattice for 
n time intervals is (n+ 1) 2. 

If  the multivariate lognormal distribution assumption is not used then the lattice structure is 
consmacted by selecting jump parameters determ~ed from the equivalent martingale basis. 
For four branches from each node on the lattice the equivalent orthogonal martingale basis 
with equal probabilities is as follows. 
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Jump sizes 
State Variable 
One Two 
I I w.p. 114 
I -1 w.p. I/4 
-I 1 w.p. I/4 
-1 -1 w.p. 1/4 

As already indicated it is not necessary to use the complete markets lattice for computational 
purposes and increasing the number of branches has the potential to reduce the number of 
calculations required to obtain a given accuracy since the number of steps for calculation in 
the discrete approximation can be reduced. I nc r~ ing  the number of branches can aid 
numerical calculation but the issue of convergence to the complete markets value needs 
consideration. This has been handled currently by assuming multivariate lognormal 
continuous time distributions for the state variables or by generating jumps with equal 
probabilities from an orthogonal martingale basis. The best technique is yet to be determined 
and Boyle (1990) indicates this is an area of current research. 

In the "greater off benefits case the lattice will not recombine since the benefit value is 
path-dependent. This leads to a very large number of nodes and computational difficulties 
unless a coarse grid is used. 

Use ~?f Simulation 
Simulation was used by Britt (1991) to esRmate the value of the greater of benefit. This 
technique involves a sampling of the total possible paths for the continuous time multivariate 
state variables. Monte Carlo techniques should be used to speed the computation. The 
conditions for the use of the simulation technique apply in the greater of benefits case since 
it can be assumed that there are no optimal dynamic decisions involved in the pension benefit 
payment. Decrement rates can be modelled as state dependent and readily incorporated in the 
simulation approach. 

Although it is an open question as to whether simulation using Monte Carlo techniques is 
likely to be a more efficient calculation method for the benefit values than the numerical 
techniques based on discrete approximations or lattice models it appears probable that, with 
the path-dependency of this valuation problem, this will be the case. One approach would be 
to implement a modified version of the option on the maximum formula suggested by Britt 
(1990) as an estimate of the required expected value and to use the control variate technique 
suggested by Boyle (1977). 

It is i n ~ g  to note that the shnulation technique has not been discussed much in the 
multivariate contingent claims literature. It is a technique which is used in practice in the 
valuation of mortgage backed securities where prepayment rotes are modelled as state 
dependent. 
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Conclusion 
Tl~s paper ctisc~_~_~ses~ the conceptual issues in applying arbitrage free contingent claims 
valuation techniques to the vaktation of "greater of ~ be~fi ts in Ixmsion funds. I t  suggests a 
technique for incorporating decrememts that is ~ l~ t~  to the stochastic approach to life 
contingencies found in actuazial texts. This allowance for decrements is based on the 
assuml~iOa that the decremmts are independent of the state variables. Decremmts can be 
directly incorporated into the partial differential equation for the benefit value and can be 
allowed to be state dependent. The assumption that these benefits are redundant claims whose 
value depends on state variables which are priced in traded asset markets allows an arbitrage 
free valuation approach. In practice this is not ]ike)y to be the case and a market price of risk 
for the rote variables will need to be incorlxn-ated and estlm~ted. 

Path-dependency is a feature of the benefit value sdnce the accumulation of contributions as 
a percentage of ~la,-y at the fund earning rate will result in the value being a function of the 
path Of the ~l . ry  s~ate vaIJable. This results in computafioi3a] advalltages ill nmng a 
simulation appm~h to ~ lve  ~ partial di~erealial equation for the benefit value. Numeri~tl 
tedmiques which use finite differences or lattic~ can not take advantage of the more effl~Aent 
techniques astrally used W implement them in practice because of this path-dependency. 

Efficieat compu~:afion of  these values is a sJ~aiflcant practical issue since the number of 
calculations in valuing these benefits for fund members is equivalent to that required in the 
evaluation of a very large number of options. The factors involved in determinin~ the most 
efficient computational technique have been diso-s__~_. This re-rains a~ issue for further 
research. 
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For the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross mode.l, the spot rate r is assumed to follow the partial 
differmtial equation 

dr = k(.= - r)dt + ovtrdZ 

where Z is a standardised Weiner process and the variance of the spot rate is proportional 
to t im level, of interest rates. The condition 2k~/o ~ > I is required to ensure non-negative 
interest rates, r has a conditional non-central chi-squared distribution. 

Application of Ito's lemma gives 

dV -- (V, + k0=-r)V, + =h{oZr}V~)dt + ov/rV,dZ 

and in getmzal the values of payments dependent on the short mterr~ rate r are Ooca]ly) 
tzrf~xly cotretated and their dynamics can be writtea as 

dV = /~(r,t)Vdt + ~(r,t)VdZ 

For there to be no arbitrage the instantaneous ~ returns on payments at diffeztmt dates 
will taim the form 

v(r,t) = r + m(r,t) x ~(r,0 

where r is the instan~neous risk free rate and m(r,t) is the risk premium factor which is the 
instantaneous market price of interest rate risk. 

Cox, Ingersoll and Ross assume that m(r,t)=mv/r/cr and e(r,t)=c~/rV,/V so that 

rV + mrV, = (3/, + k0L-r)V, + %{oar}V,,) 

which is a partial differential equation for the value of any payment whose value depends 
only on the insumtaneous interest rate rand t. With boundary condition V(r,s) = D  this partial 
differential equation has a closed form solution given by 

V(r,$) = D.A(s).exp{-B(s)r} 

wh~ A($) = [{¢l¢O~p(¢2$)}/{¢2(CJq~¢l$)-l) + ¢I}] 03 

B(s) = [{=xp(¢:)-1}/{¢,(=q~,l,,s)-1) + ¢,}] 

O~ = [(k+m) ~ + 2o~] ~ ¢ ,  = [k + m + Oj /2  ¢3 = 2kv/o~- 
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